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For the better part of the 1980s, Frank Hsueh was a regular part of my graduate 

student life at Ohio State – as a teacher for a number of courses, master’s degree 

examiner, and, albeit somewhat indirectly, an important force in my getting to 

know the woman whom I have now been married to for over 30 years, Rebecca 

Grace Wiant McGinnis. 

 

My first student experience with Hsueh Laoshi came during the 1982-83 academic 

year, my first full one in the master’s degree program in Columbus. Three 

mornings a week at 9 a.m., my sole other classmate, an undergraduate philosophy 

and Chinese major named Andy Shupala, and I would find ourselves in Frank’s 

third floor office in Dieter Cunz Hall. Under those circumstances, there was no 

means of avoiding being called on multiple times in an hour. But despite those 

circumstances, CHIN 601-603 remains one of the best courses I took as part of my 

M.A. and Ph.D. programs at Ohio State. And the other courses I took with Frank in 

Chinese linguistics, primarily historical in nature, were every bit as challenging but 

ultimately satisfying for what I felt I had been able to learn. 

 

The most memorable of those courses on a more personal basis was beyond a 

doubt CHIN 681, the introductory course to Chinese historical linguistics taught 

for many years by Frank. The hours we spent memorizing rime table and rime 

book sequences – bang pang bing ming,  fei fu feng wei,…  jing ching cong xin 

xie….幫滂並明, 非敷奉微,… 精清從心邪– obviously have left a deep and 



indelible impression on my memory over 30 years later! As the two introductory 

Chinese linguistics courses (CHIN 680, then taught by Tim Light, and CHIN 681) 

were at that time only each taught every other year, if one wanted to complete the 

M.A. program in two years, one had to take them whenever they were offered. By 

the time CHIN 681 was offered in the winter quarter of 1984, I had already had the 

relative advantage of taking CHIN 680 and five other courses in various linguistic 

sub-disciplines through the outstanding Department of Linguistics at OSU. 

Rebecca came in to CHIN 681 having not taken even a single linguistics course, 

much less one specifically in Chinese. While I will not take credit for helping 

Rebecca get through the arduous course taught by Dr. Hsueh, she and I did spend 

quite a bit of time studying together. And while I am not suggesting that Frank was 

a sort of a pedagogical meiren 媒人, it is an interesting coincidence that shortly 

after the winter term ended, Rebecca had accepted my marriage proposal! 

 

I count Frank Hsueh as one of my most unique and treasured memories of the 

years I spent in Columbus. May he rest in peace, and blessings on his family -- 
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